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PUERTO RICAN
OUT
THE VOICE FROM THE MOUNTAIN
By: Angel F. Rosario
From the valleys in the mountains; comes a voice that has
echoed from boulder to boulder, and through it's journey has
bathed itself, gliding through the sweet smelling
dew-filled, sun drenched morning air, entering the human ear
with it's deafening roar of truth." The voice from the mountain"
I bid a personal welcome to all those who have their attention
to my editorial. Especially to my brothers and sisters, Puerto
Rican and Black, for whom I dedicate this editorial.
I also want to thank the staff of t his newspaper, who have
given the Puerto Rican an opportunity to be heard ! The Puerto
Rican has a cause, a cause which is related to the Black cause in
more ways than one. So asnot to cause any indifference, I would
like to make it clear that I do not represent the ideals of a ny
organization, nor do I intend to lie. I only intend to express my
own personal opinion! I shall speak about what I consider
wrong, what I consider unjust, and what I believe should be
changed.
Thatis the purpose of this editorial, for when I was young, my
mother use to teU me: 'Son, if th e mountain won't come to you,
then you go to the mountain." I am going to that mountain and
the voice of truth shall be with me, and the mountain shall hear
me! Those perched on the mountain are the Administrative staff
of Trenton State College who apparently are so involved trying
to "Whip Inflation Now" that they are to busy to concern
themselves with their responsibility to the students of this
campusEspecially towards the Puerto Ricans on this campus.
Well, from now on the Puerto Ricans will b e heard! I, Angel
F. Rosario will assure you of that! For I n
i tend to confront those
on the mountain with the truth, and make sure that it sinks into
their intellect and rebounds within the tissue of their brains and
deep within their concious, and explodes with its defening roar,
right in the center of their minds. I intend to communicate, I
intend to be heard. That ladies and gentlemen is where I am
coming from! Can you dig it?
Since I am not to beat around the bush my step is a very
critical one for the social and academic interest of m y people.
For on this campus there is no Spanish major, to inhance a
Puerto Rican or any student interested in the language which
happens to be the native tongue of the Puerto Ricans, a
language which happens to be an intricate factor in the
identification of a Puerto Rican. It is the backbone of our
culture! Ask the American Indian about the importance of
language.... I know a couple who agree!!!
On F ebruary 5, 1975 Govenor Brendan Byrne passed a law
approving the Bi-lingual Education proposal that was presented
by various Puerto Rican organizations to help the young Puerto
Ricans who are in the United States. Their parents had to leave
the island, "Migrate" is the term used by the government,
because life seemed to have little future on an island that suffers
the ills of an imposed society! They came in se arch of a better
life now they live in the rat infested ghettoes, in a state of
oppression and wallow in poverty. They drink the muddy water
that the good ole american way has to offer. Their children are
at a great disadvantage! For they can mainly, only speak
Spanish. And it is difficult for an american Spanish or math
teacher to communicate with these kids. The children can in no
way relate to those teachers. We need to produce teachers that
can directly communicate with those students, so that the
students can directly relate to the teacher. We need a Spanish
$
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I don't understand why Trenton State College that has such a
great number of Puerto Ricans living in and around it's
ghettoes, does not have these courses to offer. The lack of th ese
courses tends to induce thought, as to why, if t he need is so
plainly evident, has the staff of this institution ignored it? They
may resound that was not plainly evident since the need was not
presented to them. Well, I direct myself to the President of t he
College, the distinguished Dr. Clayton R. Brower to make this
issue plainly evident!!
There are approximately 70,000spanish speaking children in
out public school system, so it is apparent that many of them are
in junior high school and high school. Schools that are located in
ghettto areas due to the fact they are humble people, whos
fathers are forced into a way of life which is better know as
"Colonialism".I shall refer to Websters New Collegiate
Dictionary to give you i t's definition of "Colo nialism" A policy
advocating control by one power over a dependent area or
people. And to define democratic presidential hopeful nominee
Senator Henry Jackson says; "Puerto Rico is a treasure of
war". Since this regime of power of com plete econnmic control
has made it hard for Puerto Rican to aspire for more than a
machete and a acre of s ugar field. They must leave their home
land to work, to make life better. "They migrate to the United
State s, to it's cities, t o it's ghettoes. Some of th em find work.
And how they work. They work so hard for so little, pawns of
industrial kings! Kings who manuver them to it's factories with
it's mass production, for sub-minimum wages. They live in
ghettoes poor and defited, in an air of fear amd insecurity, a
haven for drugs and crime. And the children of those pawns are
exposed to this enviroment, they have problems. Mainly a
communication problem. They need teachers to whom they can
relate. Relate enough to teach them, and reach them, close
enough to get at the problems that lead to crime and to the use
drugs. Thus being a helping hand to directing in society. Out
there in those high schools you have Puerto Rican students who
are hoping for an opportunity to enter college but are faced with
economic problems, due to the fact that their parents can't
afford to send them to college. The state has federal grants for
underprivileged students, and to inform these students about
the future they have in college. Asn the need of s tudents to
study under bi-linguall teachers. I am aware of th e efforts that
this administ ration has already made but there must be a better
coordinated effort to recruit and admit the Puerto Rican
students.
Trenton State College has to reach out to it's cities into the
ghettoes. Trenton State College was created for the educational
betterment of all students. No matter what race, creed or
nationality. Not as an obstacle or limitation, for the educational
progress of an already oppressed and underprivileged people.
Your efforts must be geared more effectively to recruit these
students. But even before you recruit them, you must have
courses to prepare them, to help them. The Bi-lingual Education
program would be one way. A Spanish major. More Puerto
Rican proffesors, more Puerto Rican history studies, more
Puerto Rican on staff. A Puerto Rican on the chance staff,
hire more qualified people for recruitment.
Gentleman on the mountain!! Brothers and Sisters on the
valleys!! Hear me!! Listen to the voice from the mountain !
Many have told me that those were the words of Moham med,
but I did'nt hear him say it. I heard my mother say it! "If the
mountain won't come to you, then you go to the mountain". We
must start towards that mountain. We must be heard,I request
you ba cking,I request that we b e heard. Brothers and Sisters,
Puerto Rican and Black , we have stood side by side for a
common go al. We are brothers and sisters in more ways than
one. The road is a long one, but we can rest when we reach the
mountain...
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Reply From the Dean

To all organizations,
DIALogue, the Trenton State
helpline service, is looking for
new staff members for the
remainder of this semester and
next year.
Volunteers in
DIALogue work together on
various tasks including answer
ing the calls, working on
publicity, handling the finances,
and maintaining the resource
files. Calls range from giving a
specific telephone number to
talking over a concern of
someone's with them when they
have not been able to work it out
alone and have no one that they
can really talk with. Calls come
from people of all ages from high
school kids having trbuble
getting a date for the weekend to
old people who don't have any
friends left and their family is
tired of li stening to them. What
we deal with is human beings
with human problems-some
smalksome large.
We are presently preparing
this semester's training program
and are looking for many new
volunteers, who are interested in
lending others a helping hand.
Aftr training, everyone will be
able to decide exactly how much
time they are willing to invest
and in what ways, whether
answering calls or helping out on
publicity, resources, etc., or
both. The point is-we all have
certain talents and if you are
willing to lend a little of yours to
help another, then we want to
hear from you. You may just find
another way to be a fuller better
you. It can be very gratifying.
Please giv us a call any night
between 8pm and lam at
771-2162 (or X2162 on campus) if
you are all interested. We look
especially to members of other
organizations because they are
involved people.
Sincerely,
doug wilson
Program Coordinator

Mr. Edward J. Tyson
502 Riverside Avenue
Trenton, N.J. 08618
Dear Ed:
I received your memo of
February 3, 1975 and have
discussed this matter with
officials of the college responsible
for the maintenance of the lights
on the campus.
As you know, we are in the
process of establishing additional
student parking lots in the area
adjacent to the walkway coming
into the campus. We had an
agreement with the contractor
that not all of the lights would be
out at any given time, but some
would have to.be in order to
allow them a sopace to make the
alterations in the landscape. An
accident occured on one end of
the power supply and presently
an attempt is being made to
locate the break in the line in
order to make the necessary
repair to allow some of t he lights
to be on at all times in the
evening.
We, too, are very
concerned about instances where
there is no light in an area.
We appreciate your bringing this
to our attention. We know you
are concerned for the students
and about having better facilities
in the future.
Sincerely,
Jere D. Paddack
Dean of Students

CONSERVE ENERGY
RUN YOUR CAR WITH
SURGING NEW POWER. PILE
UP FABULOUS GASOLINE
SAVINGS OF $20, $50, $100.
FOR INFORMATON SEND
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
IDONT FORGET YOUR ZIP
CODE] TO :
CONSERVE
P.O. BOX 1414
TRENTON* NEW JERSEY
?-=?#
OR RONALD GRIFFIN
7PARKER AVE
TRENTON* NEW JERSEY
609-396-0116

BLACK FEMALE STUDENTS: A PSYCHOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE
By Pamela T. Reid

In many ways the social-developmental situation of b lack female
students parallels the situation of o ther students, but then, there
are those aspects of t he college enviroment to which black young
women must relate in a unique manner.
Adolescence and young adulthood are very difficult periods in
the life of every individual. Pressures to be independent and
mature increase, while at the same time, parents and society do
not remove the barriers and restrictions on yhouth.
The
psychologist, Erik Erikson, very accurately described this period
of development as one involving growth of eg o and identity crisis.
The term identity crisis refers to the decision making which must
occur during this period in order for the individual to establish a
direaction and goal for life. Erikson believed that almost all
adolescents experience a degree of identity confusion and
psychological research supports this belief.
In addition to this identity confusion, the young female student
has the added problem of sex-role confusion. In the past, socity
made'it clear females behave in a demure, passive, but sociable
manner. Today, young women are encouraged to compete, to take
the social initiative, and to be aggressive in work and play. Many
young women are unsure of themselves in this new role. While
friends, T.V. heroines and the like encourage the new behavior•
parents, relatives, and many young men demand that they
aadhere to the old role.
Finally, the problems are compounded and complicated when
the situation of t he black female student is considered. Identity
crisis, sex-role confusion, add to these racial identity crisis and
possibly social isolation on a predominantly white campus. The
black young woman has a difficult task: to sort out her life and
organize her values. Some become insecure, doubting the
femininity as wel as their intellectual ability; yet, others find a
defense in hostility, banding together against the other students.
There are several factors which contribute to the various reaction
which are produced. Family background and previous experiences
are probably the most important of these. Students from working
class families are less likely to have had hight school associations
with white students than are those from middle class families.
Eventually, however, regardless of background black female
students are forced into a common predicament. They must deal
with the three stubling blocks of their socioemotional
development, white male, white females, and also black males on
campus.
White male students do not so much contribute to the problem
of th e black female's isolation, as they offer no alleviation of it. In a
survey of students in four New York State colleges, Willie and
Levy (Psychology Today, March, 1972( reportedthat although 90 Vz
of w hite male students accepted interracial dating, only 36 V2 did
not restrict therir dates to whites. Many young black women do
not, however consider interracial dating as a viable solution to
social isolation on campus. They would prefer enlarged black
enrollment so that their choices of friends and dates would also
expand. For those students who might date inter racially,
ostracism for this action would undoubtably be forthcoming
especially from the black male students.
White female students present a dual problem to black young
women. First, due to the close proximity in which they live, there
are more chances for unpleasant interpersonal experiences to
occur. The second problem is that black and white female students
are many times in competition for the same young black men, who
are limited in supply. Some black and white women attempt to
form friendships, but uncomfortable racial encounters usually
make it difficult to maintain them. Black men engage in interracial
dating to a much greater degree than their white counterparts.
This often embitters black females and produces even more social
isolation.
The black female then, must in order to survive emotionally on
the predominantly white college campus must look to herself, and
resources off campus. Boldness and a positive self-concept are
very necessary characteristics. Because situations or experiences
which will foster or promote a positive black and female image are
so few, it is advisable for the student to project herself into
activities and classes where maximum opportunity for
encouragement and self-understanding is available. Although an
aloofness may be maintained in personal contacts, the student
should not allow herself to withdraw from college life into a close,
small circle where only limited understanding can exist.
Undoubtably this is not an easy feat, however, constant striving,
not to be accepted, but to understand one's life and the variables
that affect it is a worthwhile undertaking.
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The Geriatric Day Care Center of the Trenton Psychiatric
Hospital needs your help.
On April 30, 1974 the center lost its federal funding due to
cutbacks by the dethroned tyrannt Dick Nixon. The program now
comes under the state and New Jersey's economy is shakey and
what's worse is the state has implementd a freeze.
the center lost approximately 17 full and part-time stall
members. They are presently functioning with nine lull-time
^ueTo the drastic cutbacks of f unds, the center cannot afford to
provide the patienta with the extras, such as snacks, movies and

Lorraine Ragins
Felicia Bethea
Vicki Hall
Connie Smith

Subscription Price: Freedom/Copyright 1973-74 by Utimme
Umana / La Voz Oculta
This paper is financed through the Students Activities Fees.

To The Entire
Communities.
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have any can goods, old clothes(especially mens) and most
important, any spare time (weekdays or weekends) to volunteer
stop in at the Geriatric Day Care Center (East Hospital) on
sullivan way or call 396-8261 Ext.557 & 564 and lend a hand. It will
be greatly appreciated.
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'WHEN DOES FASCISM LEGITIMIZE STRUGGLE?
By Theodore Gibson, Editor:

"The Vroom Building"
Theodore Gibson, Editor;
T have been attempting to mentally and logically associate the
struggle of we prisoners with the overall economical crisis
Prevalent in society, and demonstrate factually to the people that
the ills of s ociety and the grievances of Prisoners, are linked very
closely together and should be embraced and supported by both
factions Just as everyone, knows that imperialism is the major
cause of m ost wars i/should be equally clear ^t imperia^m is
merely an evil extension of ex ploitation and capitalism.
have always been systematically exploited as part ot their
nunishment, yet, the prisons are being run under the guise of
rehabilitation How can you rehabilitate someone by punishing
B-Srf,mt the Je, 1 ,hd in mindI when, I
fact When Prisoners resist the exploitation that their
p
subject them too, rather than term it accurately as a war, it is
ri^fineH hv our keeDers as a riot or rebellion, when in fa ct it is no
such thing. Although, it can escalate and become a riot throug
their manipulation of the facts and over reactions.
Just as the people in the Communities are fighting a very real
war against poverty and attempting to combat the evils of this
recessions, so are we engaged in similar war. While we pay
identical prices for our food stuffs, and necessary tolet articles as
society does, we aren't nearly as able financially to do so. Yet,
when we attempt to get fair compensation we are termed rioters,
and our claims are often dismissed in the prisons, by Prisoners
and it is passed over and soon forgotten by a largely apathetic and
equally oppressed society who is struggling for them own survival.
No one calls Kissinger an animal when he travels around the
world promoting American imperialism and plotting the
destruction of an entire countrys economic balance in order to
enhance further, richen and strengthen, the industrial elites hold
on the rest of th e world. Kissinger is at the oment preparing the
military for their possible aid in helping break the strangle nol
that the Arabs presently have on oil prices. They are demanding
oil at their prices and are perfectly willing and capable of s tarting
another capitalistic inspired and motivated war to insure their
dominance and ecomomical influence through-out the world. Yet
when Prisoners try to organize for higher pay we are termed
incorrigible and presented as animals. I feel that only a animal
would or could expect for a man with a Family on welfare to
continue working for eighty-five cents daily without complaint.
The State is constantly crying over the cost of prison
maintainence, yet never mention the millions of dollars annually
derived from and through Prosoner labor, we Prisoners should be
able to recognize a great and unjust imbalance and call attention to
it without fear of reprisals from the administration. If we can t
openly air our complaints what other, recourse do we have to seek
justice, all other avenues apparently are closed, who can we tell
that we are tired of working for nothing, making the State rich,
while our Families are forced to rely on welfare and other social
agencies, that gives them a token as opposed to what is really
required to live, presently most welfare recipients are living far
below the survival level and are merely exixting from check to
check. However, welfare is hailed as a great and beneficial
American Institution, so perhaps America has really become
totally anti-people, since this great institution isn't allowing the
people dependant upon it for survival a fit living. But the poing of
this article is simply to poing out the government is apparently
going to legitamize Henry ZKissingers proposal of e xerting force
to accomplish his breakage of the oil embargo, and that would
naturally entail a serious struggle, but it is evident that as long as
the struggle is in support of fascism, it is legitimate. And so long
as the prison struggle remains to be about freedom, physical and
economical, it is reduced to merely a riot.
Truth-Azim
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The Vroom Building is an old outdated relic of the late l800's
which is located on the grounds of the New Jersey State Hosp.tal
in west Trenton, N.J. Its original purpose was the housing of
violently disturbed or criminally oriented mental patients who,
because of their violent tendencies could not be housed OT confined
to any atmosphere other than a rigidly controlled one. Heavy;and
often harmful dosages of medication was usually dispensed by
incompetent attendants with little or no training to assist in
further controlling the men there.
In the early 1960's the administration in conjunction with the
Dept of I & A's discovered a method of handling and solving some
of its internal problems by housing its incorrigible P«sonersinthe
Vroom Building, supposedly for psychiatric reasons and/or
evaluations.
However, in reality the real purpose was to
systematically perpetuate racism and promote oppression, the
majority of th e Prisoners sent to this hell-hole were blacks who is
some manner or deed had offended the administration, but
because of family ties, and influential friends the vindictiveness of
the racist administration could not be fully vented against these
men coming from the States prisons, and often reformatoriesJby
sending them into the main stream of the state hospitals
population where they could be subjected to all sorts of control
oriented drugs which intentionally produces vegetables out of
men. All of this was being done not because these people were
insane, but because they were sane enought to resist
inhumanity their position as Prisoners forced, them to endure.
Now years, later, under the guise of reformism and a warped
weeding out process a new unit has been opened purportedly to
house Prisoners who are so determined to thrust their plight in o
the public's eye that they present a real threat to the general_order
that the prison is run on. Yet after many investigations it has been
proven that is is actually a warehouse for human beings, where
brutality and inhumanity runs rampant; Totally unchecked and
disbelieved by societies members. Regardless of how many of y ou
may assume that the Vroom Building is a necessary place, it still
doesn't justify the vicious blood letting that occurs almost on a
daily basis and irregardless of th e fact that the men are convicted
of crimes they still should be accorded due process and the
protection of that right. When this isnT being done, i say
something is drastically wrong and not just in the Vroom Building
but in the center of s ociety which creates the first cause for such
institutions as prisons, and their, extensions-Vroom Buildings.
Another reality to be faced is that the system, which is America
has gone so totally out of whack that its citizens are compelled by
frustration, anger, and social neglect to rebel against that which is
destroying them. General George Washington, found it necessary
to rebel against the oppressive conditions of life the British had
subjected its colonized subjects too, oceans of blood was shed and
countless lives lost, in the battle for self-determination. Yet the
whole of America embraced and later made that running slave
owning dog the first president this country was to know. When
does a person have a right to rebel against his oppressive
conditions?
What defines the oppressiveness of George
Washington- era,- as being more severe than the oppression his
descendents are visiting upon us now? I say, not only down with
the Vroom Building, but am calling for a revolutionizing of the
entire society so that when its completed we'll have eleminated in
the process the need for the Vroom Buildings of the world, society
will have under-gone such a radical change that the great dream
will be our reality: "From each according to their ability, and to
each according to their need." Right on in the struggle. AZIM

The Trenton Five
The five Brothers presently on t rial for the murder here in Trenton
State Prison, in May of 1973, have related to this newspaper some of
their early experiences during the early stages of their court
appearances. While the facade of j ustice is being closely safeguarded
by all concerned, especially Judge Moore, it has become apparent that
they aren't going to receive justice in Mercer County, especially being
already imprisoned here in the State Prison. It has been with other
prison related trials that the courts and the prison officials work very
well together and each knows precisely what to expect from the other.
Almost all of th e adverse and detrimental evidence has been allowed
by the Judge, even the socalled dying declaration of th e deceased has
received much attention
Actually the prosecution hasn't a legal leg to stand on in so far as
this alleged, declaration is concerned since a dying declarationn can
only come into existance and be factual as evidence if the dying person
is duly informed of t he fact that they are dying and if they care to
make a statement of any kind. I'm sure that it will be proven at the
trial that no one so informed the deceased of thi s fact,and the reasons
why are obvious, Most likely none of the attending officers were aware
of th is legal technicality and so couldn't be expected to impart this
information especially under such a emergency situation. Dr. DuGan
of th e medical staff here at the prison has statet that it is highly
probable that the deceased could ha ve made such a statement due to
his p hysical c ondition, low blood pressure, incoherency, shock, etc.;
yet the state will ov erlook these legal and medical facts, in their
attempt to convict these Prisoners enalbling them to further enslave
them, possibly and probably for life.

I

We know the state isn't concerned with apprehending the murders of
Darry Curtis, but is perpetuating - its own vengence on the
defendants. They are only interested in one actually, but are diabolical
enough to sacrifice five lives at the legal alter to satisfy their lust for
vengenace. The officer, Donald Weatherwald, who is a major states
wittness, is a known racist, who has a especially profound and deep
seated hatred for Muslims, and all of t he defendents are of the Islamic
faith, w ith the exception of on e, who actually is as blameless in this
murder,as the other four defendents, this guard has proven in the past
that he is completely pro administration, and will not hesitate to lie if
he feels this will please his bosses. Another bone of conte ntion is that
the Brothers chances of a fair trial is almost non-exsistant because of
the jury selection system.
Naturally anyone having server time in a prison will not be allowed
to serve on the jusry, and being that this is a crime with a prison
setting, how can one who has never been in p rison or associated with
one be really expected to understand the deep machnations of pri son
life. We feel that ex-convicts, of P risoners still serving time should be
aLLOWED TO SIT ON JURIES INVOLVING PRISON CASES*
Prisoners not necessarily from this prison or state where foul could be
claimed by the prosecution, but Prisoners form adjoiningstates, who
have no knowledge of the crime, the victim, or the accused. This is one
of the ways of g uaranteeing a semblance of a fair and impartial trial.

the poetry place
I Am Who I Am
I watched as they watched
was to dig was dug
To drink was consumed
Have smoke will blow
People the party people
Breakin a tiny bit of bread
possibly with each other
Its going fast, Getting down
Sun, oh, got nothin
in response!
Chilly as the weather
Badder than superman
Could it have come from
the atmosphere
No, t he hemisphere
Regions unknown
Combined
into the party pack
Like stars in constalation
The party people
It's going fast
faster faster faster
was chilly
Coming from the
Hemisphere
Leaving a crunb

I am
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am

a Black revolutionary
I
me
God
nice
good

I a m a poet
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am

who I am
a Black revolutionary
quiet
a student
a writer
unique
a miracle

I am
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am
I am

who I am
a Black revolutionary
a lover
a brother
indignent
a political prisoner
univeral sub-conscious mind

I am who I am
I am a Black revolutionary
I a m a warrior
; I am waiting for the revolution!!
I am the mighty BLACK DRAGON!!!!!

Rhea J Washington

Helufi-Bombodas #44517
PO Box 1, (N-l-B)
Yardville, Psychological Prison
Yardville, New Jersey

OH YEAH
Destiny surrounds the universe and engulfs the souls and minds
of men and women.
It takes over the organisms, personality, ideas, and form.
It comes around during ovalation'and starts to take on human form.
By the time it reaches maturity it is distorted, molested, and censored.
It's diet consists of rain, sunshine, trees, air, molecules, atoms, and Black-eyed-peas,
If you try changing it, destiny will speed up.
If you try maintaining it, destiny will slow down.
So you see when destiny is born you have no choice.
By Duke

ABCD

You are my everything
A smile comes to my face everytime you are near
and as I watch you.
Touchin, Touchin you every emotion and praying
with your sensitivity.
What I don't know won't hurt me.
You a re my everything
Touchin, Touchin your smooth brown skin,
as you think to yourself
What I don't know won't hurt.
What I don't know won't hurt me.
Because you are my everything.
Its what I see I try to ignore

They're killing our babies
They're killing our babies
my brothers and sisters
in the ghettos on the streets in the womb
Claude was murdered at the age of fourteen
in a case of mistaken identity
They're killing our babies
my brothers and sisters

Touchin, Touchin me, alter someone else
Give me your love anyway

+

What I don't know won't hurt me.
But what I see I ignore on the outside.
Because you are my everything.
But my inside can't forget what I tried so hard to ignore.
Touchin, Touchin my heart and a nerve and that nerve says,
fuck you, fuck you and all you are worth

They're killing our babies
my brothers and sisters
anywhere anytime anyhow
Cliffords' bloodstains soaked
the sidewalks for days
how many mistakes does that make?
They're killing our babies
my brothers and sisters

Because you were my everything!
Rhea Washington

o

We're

They're killing our babies
my brothers and sisters
from Atlanta to Brooklyn, New York
die nigger die the murderers cry
its time we made some
mistakes;

Black
CONFLICT
If you take a right turn at contentment you will find a Big house.
On the front of the door it reads, peace, love, and happiness.
If you take a left turn at frustration, you will find a small house.
And on the door it reads in big black letter, NOTHING.
And if you stand in the middle of the right turn and the left turn,
and look up you see a sign that reads,
forgive me, for I know not which way to turn.
Duke

ABCD

and
Together

